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Introduction
The Swiss population has grown from 6.5 million in 1989
to over 8 million in 2015 [1]. Demographic expansion can
be attributed to a longer life expectancy, or a decline in
mortality, as well as a net migration gain [2]. As the population is aging, and age is known to be strongly related
to the risk of cancer [3], the number of cancer patients is
expected to grow in the coming years [4].
Cancer incidence statistics are conventionally displayed
using rates, namely the number of newly diagnosed cases within a population at risk that has been observed
for a certain period of time. To provide an alternative
perspective on the cancer situation in Switzerland, this
article presents less often used statistical endpoints: the
risk of developing cancer from birth until a certain age,
or within an individual’s whole lifespan, and the risk of
developing cancer within the next 10 years of life after
a specific age. The lifetime risk is defined as the percentage of individuals developing cancer at least once in
their lifetime [5]. The risk of developing cancer within
the next 10 years is the proportion of the population
developing cancer within 10 years after a specific age,
provided these individuals are cancer-free at the index
age [6]. Such measures are derived from cancer incidence
rates, as well as from overall mortality rates, i.e. taking into account age- and sex-specific risks of dying before any cancer diagnosis occurs [7, 8]. It is important to
note that the estimated risks only account for the mean
population and exclude individual differences in lifestyle
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factors, such as smoking, diet and physical activity, or
environmental exposures to carcinogens.
In this article, the risk of developing cancer is presented
for breast, prostate, lung, colorectal cancer and melanoma.
These are the five most common cancers in Switzerland,
accounting for more than half of all cancer cases [9]. The
article intends to provide the reader with alternative statistical estimations enabling personal evaluation of cancer
risk depending on sex and age, with the aim of facilitating
the perception and understanding of cancer risks.
Methods
Study population
This study is based on the National Core Dataset (NCD),
managed by the National Institute for Cancer Epidemio
logy and Registration (NICER) for the purpose of national cancer monitoring in Switzerland [9] and it includes
cancer diagnoses for the calendar years 2009-2013, registered in 13 Swiss cantonal and regional registries. The
following cantons contributed for the whole diagnosis
period: Geneva, Neuchâtel, Jura, Zurich, St. Gallen, Appenzell Ausserrhoden and Appenzell Innerrhoden, Valais,
Graubünden, Glarus, Ticino and Fribourg. The following cantons contributed partially to the incidence period:
Lucerne (2010-2013), Uri (2011-2013), Obwalden (20112013), Nidwalden (2011-2013), Zug (2011-2013), Thurgau (2012-2013), Aargau (2013), Basel-Stadt and BaselLandschaft (2009-2011) and Vaud (2009-2012). The
selected cases were all invasive cancers with ICD-10 codes
C00 to C97, except C44 (non-melanotic skin cancer). The
data of the 13 registries covered 67% of the Swiss population. The number of expected cases for the entire Swiss
population was estimated using the observed numbers
by 5-year age group, sex and diagnosis year. Cancer mortality data was provided by the Swiss Federal Statistical
Office [10].
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Statistical analysis
Incidence rates
Age-specific rates per 100’000 person-years (py) were calculated for the study period 2009-2013. The age-specific
number of cancer cases observed and estimated within the
5-year periods was divided by the 5-year age-specific risk
populations. Calculation of proportion of cancer according
to age and type, as well as ranking of cancer types were
based on incidence counts.
Lifetime risk and risk of developing cancer within the next
10 years
We computed probabilities of developing cancer at specific ages, as well as the lifetime risk for all cancer types
combined and for the five most common cancer types
in men and women. Cancer incidence, all-cause mortal-

ity as well as adequate risk population by age and sex
for each cancer type in Switzerland were used to calculate the probability of developing cancer within an age
class. To be included in the calculations, the individuals
had to be alive and cancer-free at the beginning of the
age class. The analysis was conducted with the software
«DevCan» and provided cancer risk estimates stratified
by 18 age intervals (0-5, 5-10, 10-15, …, 80-85, >85)
[7, 8], [11-13]. The method used has advantages over
other methods for lifetime risk calculation (e.g. «Current Probability» [14]) as it relies on competing-risks
methodology to estimate age-dependent probabilities of
cancer occurrence [15]. Nevertheless, since the possibility of multiple primary tumours per patient was not excluded, there is a slight overestimation of risk for groups
with relatively frequent multiple primaries, namely the
categories «all cancer types», «other cancer types» and
breast cancer [16].

Tab. 1. Comparison of different cancer types among men and women: incident cases (2009-2013),
cancer distribution, lifetime risk, ordered by descending lifetime risk.
Average number of
cases per year
Cancer type

MEN

WOMEN

Cancer distribution
(%)
MEN

WOMEN

Lifetime Risk
(%)
MEN

WOMEN

Lifetime risk
(odds)
MEN

WOMEN

--

5861

--

32.7

--

13.1

--

1/8

Prostate

6182

--

29.2

--

16

--

1/6

--

Lung, Bronchus, Trachea

2525

1570

11.9

8.7

6.7

3.8

1/15

1/26

Colon, rectum

2349

1839

11.1

10.3

6.6

4.7

1/15

1/21

Melanoma

1313

1209

6.2

6.6

3.2

2.6

1/31

1/38

Bladder

874

276

4.1

2.0

2.6

0.7

1/38

1/143

--

900

--

5.0

--

2.1

--

1/48

Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma

810

686

3.8

3.7

2.1

1.7

1/48

1/59

Oral Cavity & Pharynx

765

341

3.6

1.9

1.8

0.8

1/56

1/125

Pancreas

613

640

2.9

3.4

1.7

1.7

1/59

1/59

Liver & Intrahepatic Bile Ducts

573

214

2.7

1.3

1.6

0.6

1/62

1/167

Kidney

608

290

2.9

1.7

1.5

0.7

1/67

1/143

Stomach

551

322

2.6

1.8

1.5

0.8

1/67

1/125

Leukemia

556

413

2.6

2.3

1.4

1

1/71

1/100

Ovary

--

590

--

3.3

--

1.4

--

1/71

Thyroid

195

514

0.9

2.9

0.4

1.1

1/250

1/91

--

255

--

1.4

--

0.5

--

1/200

Testis

427

--

2.0

--

0.8

--

1/125

--

Brain & Central Nervous System

361

256

1.7

1.0

0.8

0.6

1/125

1/167

Multiple Myeloma

309

248

1.5

1.3

0.8

0.6

1/125

1/167

21203

18048

100

100

54.9

42.6

1/2

1/2

Breast (women)

Corpus Uteri

Cervix Uteri

All Cancer
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Results
Men

Women

Each year, more than 39’000 men and
women in Switzerland are diagnosed
with cancer. During lifetime, one out
of two Swiss develops cancer (Tab. 1,
bottom row). Risk of developing cancer depends on several factors. In this
article we explore three of them: age,
sex and cancer type.
Cancer incidence rates and frequency
distribution by sex and age
The rate at which cancer develops increases steeply with age among both
sexes (Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows the
relative frequency of cancer cases by
age and sex. Only a small percentage
of cancer cases occurs before the age
of 40 (4% of all cancer cases in men,
and 6% in women). More than 75%
(men) and 67% (women) of all cancer
cases occur after the age of 60.

Fig. 1. Age-specific rates per 100’000 person-years (py) for all cancer
combined in Switzerland, based on incident cases 2009-2013.

Men

Women

Cancer frequency distribution by sex and
type
The most frequent cancers are prostate (29%) among men and breast
(32%) among women (Fig. 3). Next
in relative frequency are colorectal
cancer, melanoma and lung cancer,
which account for 58% of all cancers
for both sexes. «Other types» include
all other cancers without the four
more frequent cancer types for each
sex. Lung cancer is more frequent
among men (Fig. 3).
Cancer type frequency ranking by age and
sex

Fig. 2. Distribution of cancer by age in men and women (incidence period 20092013). Total numbers of incident cases were 106’013 in men and 90’239 in
women, respectively.
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The frequency ranking of cancer types
depends on age and sex (Fig. 4). At an
early age (0-19 years) leukaemia and
brain cancer are the most frequent
types regardless of the sex. At later
age, cancer types differ in the ranking according to sex. In women breast
cancer is the most frequent from age
20 until end of life and is especially
predominant at age 40-59 (45% of all
cancer cases) (Fig. 4). In men, prostate cancer is the most frequent, however, it is only predominant in the
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Men

Women

Fig. 3. Distribution of cancer types among men and women (incidence period 2009-2013). The total number of incident cases
was 106’013 in men and 90’239 in women, respectively.

Men

Women

Fig. 4. Ranking of the five most frequent cancer types according to age among men and women (incidence period 2009-2013).
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ranking after age 40. Lung cancer is
the fifth most common cancer in both
sexes after the age 40. Pancreatic cancer is more frequent in women than
in men and thyroid cancer is one of
the five most frequent cancers only
among women.
Lifetime and cumulative cancer risk
Figure 5 shows the cumulative risk by
age for the most frequent cancer types.
Cumulative risk is the risk of developing cancer from birth until a specific age.
For example, men have 3.8% risk of
developing prostate cancer until the
age of 65. That is, out of 100 men,
approximately 4 will develop prostate
cancer before turning 65. The prostate
cancer risk until end of life (age >85
years), i.e. the lifetime risk, is 16%.
«All cancer» shows the risk for an individual to develop any cancer from
birth until age 5, 10, 15… >85.
Overall lifetime risk among women
is slightly higher than among men
for all ages until age 65, but substantially lower thereafter. Lifetime risk to
develop any cancer amounts to 55%
among men and 43% among women. Prostate, breast, lung, colorectal cancers and melanoma, the most
frequently occurring cancers, have a
combined lifetime risk of 33% among
men and 24% among women (Tab. 1
and Fig. 5). In contrast, the lifetime
risk of developing testicular and
brain cancer is rare and affects mainly
younger persons (Fig. 5 and Tab. 1).
Risk of developing cancer in the next
10 years

Fig. 5. Cumulative risk among men (top panel) and women (bottom panel)
of developing cancer from birth until age x, derived from incidence period
2009-2013. «Other types» account for all cancer except melanoma, lung,
colorectal and breast/prostate cancer.
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Figure 6 illustrates the risk of developing cancer 10 years after age x. Individuals at age x are considered alive
and free of the cancer in question.
Taking breast cancer as an example,
women aged 35 have 0.9% risk of
developing breast cancer until age 45
and 3.8% risk from age 55 to 65. Men
have almost a two-fold higher risk to
develop cancer within the following
10 years if 75 and older, compared to
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women. Risk to develop melanoma
in the 10 years following age 75 is
twice as high among men (1.2%) as
among women (0.6%). Lung cancer
risk from age 75 to 85 is almost three
times higher among men (2.9%)
compared with women (1.2%). From
age 45 to 55 and 55 to 65, the risk of
developing colorectal cancer doubles
in both men and women. Although
the risk to develop a specific cancer
is almost always less than 10%, the
risk to develop any cancer within the
next 10 years is substantial. For instance, men and women at age 65-69
are facing a risk of 21.6% and 13.0%
to develop cancer within the next 10
years, respectively. The pertinent risks
for men and women aged 80-84 are
35.6% and 19.9%, respectively.
Discussion
We assessed three different factors influencing risk of developing cancer:
age, sex and cancer type. Lifestyle factors, such as smoking, diet or alcohol
consumption as well as extrinsic exposures were not investigated. Political stakeholders at all levels of government are making use of public health
data, often in the form of indicators
like incidence or mortality rates. The
public perception of risk is different
from the perception among medical
experts and often risks are overestimated among lay people [17, 18].
By offering alternative ways to present cancer risk we hope to facilitate
decision-making processes in public
health politics. Risk perception and
its outcome have been investigated
in several studies and concluded that
communication of cancer risk affects
the attendance of screening programs
[19, 20].
To avoid misconception on risk perception, it is useful to put cancer risk
into context by comparisons with
other common diseases, such as dementia or diabetes. At age 45, the risk
of developing dementia until the end
Schweizer Krebsbulletin  Nr. 3/2017

Fig. 6. Risk of developing cancer 10 years after age x, being alive and free of
cancer until age x in men (top panel) and in women (bottom panel), derived
from incidence period 2009-2013.
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of life is 1 in 5 (20%) for women and 1 in 10 (10%) for
men in the US [21], while the risk of developing type-2
diabetes after age 45 is 31% in the Netherlands, for individuals with normal glucose levels at the index age [22].
In comparison, men at age 45 have a 52.5% (i.e. 54.9% 2.4%) risk of developing cancer of any type until the end
of life, and women 39.3% (i.e. 42.6% - 3.3%) (Fig. 5).
Thus, cancer risk remains high also in comparison with
other common diseases.
Comparison with German data
To our knowledge, only few European countries have published on the risk of developing cancer within the next 10
years. In Germany (incidence years 2011/2012) similar observations about lifetime risk of developing any cancer are
reported: 51% for men and 43% for women in Germany
[23] versus 55% for men and 43% for women in Switzerland. Only slight differences occurred at the age 75 for the
risk of developing any cancer within the next 10 years:
28.9% for Swiss men versus 27.4% for German men and
15.8% Swiss women versus 16.3% for German women.
However, the most frequent cancers in Germany are different from those in Switzerland and include: prostate,
lung, colorectal and bladder cancers among men. Breast,
colorectal, lung and corpus uteri cancer are among the most
frequent cancers among German women. Melanoma is not
part of the five most frequent cancers in Germany and the
risk of developing melanoma in the 10 years following age
75 is almost twice as high in Swiss men (1.2%) compared
with German men (0.7%). Higher risk in Switzerland may
be attributed in part to a higher ultraviolet (UV) exposure
of the Swiss population. First, as UV exposure increases
with altitude, Swiss inhabitants of the mountainous areas
are frequently exposed to high UV amounts. Secondly, a
large proportion of the Swiss population frequently travels
to tropical countries, increasing their exposure to UV [24,
25]. Differences in diagnostic diligence are unlikely to explain the observed pattern, as melanoma screening has been
established in Germany in 2008. Classic studies comparing age-standardized incidence rates among countries also
classify Switzerland among the top three countries with the
highest number of melanoma cases [26].
The risk of developing prostate cancer is 16% in Switzerland and 13% in Germany, while the risk of developing colorectal cancer is slightly higher in German
women compared with Switzerland (5.7% among German women, versus 4.7% in Switzerland; corresponding
values among men: 6.9% versus 6.4%) [23]. Basic health
insurance covers colorectal cancer screening (fecal occult
blood test and/or colonoscopy) since more than a decade
in Germany, but only since recent times in Switzerland
(1.7.2013, [27]). This possibly contributes to the observed
difference in risk of colorectal cancer.
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Limitations
In this study, only age and sex were taken into account for
the calculation of risk, excluding environmental, genetic,
lifestyle and other factors. In addition, our estimation
assumes that age-specific mortality and incidence rates
will remain stable in the coming years. Furthermore, the
method estimates the risk of getting cancer in cancer-free
individuals. Since we have not excluded second or higher
primary diagnoses in individual patients, this led to a
slight overestimation of the risk to develop cancer.
Conclusion
In summary, our data showed that the risk of developing cancer varies upon, inter alia, individual’s age, sex and
cancer type. While the youngest portion of the population
is more at risk of developing testis, leukemia, brain or
thyroid cancer, the oldest part of the population is more at
risk for breast, colorectal and lung cancers. There are significant differences in the risk of developing cancer among
men and women, especially at older age. The Swiss population has a very high risk of melanoma in comparison with
other countries. The underlying cause for the increase in
melanoma diagnoses should be investigated, as well as effective preventive measures. Practitioners should provide
patients and their relatives with easily understandable and
accessible information about the risk of developing cancer
in order to prevent risk misconception.
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